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Abstract

Many modern applications process data naturally de-
scribed by graphs, e.g., social networks, financial trans-
actions, brain networks, and protein interactions. There
is a need for special-purpose graph processing systems,
since conventional data management systems make sev-
eral assumptions that do not hold for graph-structured
data.

Data management systems are usually evaluated along
two axes: scalability and performance. Benchmarking
graph processing systems is not a standardized prac-
tice, and this can lead to poor baselines and misdrawn
conclusions. In particular, evaluations frequently ignore
datasets’ statistical idiosyncrasies, which significantly
affect system performance. Moreover, scalability studies
in system evaluations often use datasets that easily fit
in memory on a modest desktop. Some studies rely on
synthetic graph generators to generate large graphs, but
these generators produce graphs with unnatural character-
istics that also affect performance, producing misleading
results. Currently, the community has no consistent and
principled manner with which to compare systems and
provide guidance to developers who wish to select the
system most suited to their application.

We provide three different systematizations of bench-
marking practices. First, we present a 12-year literary
review of graph processing benchmarking, including a
summary of the prevalence of specific datasets and bench-
marks used in these papers. Second, we demonstrate
the impact of two statistical properties of datasets that
drastically affect benchmark performance. We show how
different assignments of IDs to vertices, called vertex or-
derings, dramatically alter benchmark performance due
to the different caching behavior they induce. We also
show the impact of zero-degree vertices on the runtime
of benchmarks such as breadth-first search and single-
source shortest path. We show that these issues can cause
a performance to change by as much as 38% on several
popular graph processing systems. Finally, we suggest
best practices to account for these issues when evaluating
graph systems.

1 Introduction

Graph structured data are used to express complex rela-
tionships in social networks [1], protein interactions [2,3],
transportation networks [4], and many other domains.
Graphs with billions of nodes and edges are common
today [5], and large-scale industrial applications often
require running analytics on trillion-edge datasets [6].
The research community has produced a constant stream
of novel graph processing systems over the past decade
to address these challenges.

These systems can be designed to distribute their data
across a compute cluster [7–9] or to run on a single
compute node by optimizing the data access patterns - be
it from memory [10, 11] or disk-resident shards [12–14].
Together these decisions produce a vast design space with
different graph processing systems representing just a
single point in this design space. Application developers
thus face the problem of selecting a graph processing
system appropriate for their task.

This challenging task of selecting the appropriate
graph system is further exacerbated by the fact that com-
paring graph processing systems is difficult for several
reasons.

First, there is a lack of robust standardization of bench-
marking practices such as which metrics are important,
how to measure and report them, and how to do so in a
reproducible manner. There have been several attempts
at standardization in the High-Performance Computa-
tion (HPC) community through the Graph500 [15] and
GraphChallenge [16] benchmark definitions. However,
these benchmarks are not representative of the diversity
of use cases of graph processing and neither do they take
into account the immense diversity of datasets that exist
in the real world. The LDBC Graphalytics [17] bench-
mark provides a richer set of datasets and benchmark
kernels but remains underutilized in practice.

Second, most graph processing systems provide their
own implementation of popular benchmark kernels.
These different implementations mean that when com-
paring the performance of two systems, it is difficult,
if not impossible, to attribute performance differences
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to the underlying system itself, the algorithm used for
a particular kernel, or the quality of the kernel’s imple-
mentation. For example, Galois [18] implements four
different variations of PageRank [19], each with differ-
ent runtime performance. Additionally, there are many
time-based metrics to compare PageRank: time per iter-
ation, time to run a fixed number of iterations, or time
to convergence; different systems use different metrics
in their published results. We found that there is no sin-
gle reference implementation of triangle counting on
directed graphs resulting in different graph processing
systems reporting different numbers of triangles for the
same dataset (§3.1.2) .

Third, there are few large representative graph datasets
available for benchmarking, which limits the quality of
results being reported. For example, a distributed graph
processing system that claims to be scalable should be
evaluated using datasets that are large enough to warrant
distribution. However, we show that this is not true in
practice; most systems demonstrate scalability by using
popular datasets from the SNAP and KONECT [20, 21]
dataset libraries. Twitter2010 [22,23] is one of the largest,
most frequently used datasets, yet in its uncompressed
state is only 26GB - smaller than the available RAM on a
high-end laptop or a modest server. The dearth of publicly
available large datasets poses a significant problem that
is frequently addressed via synthetic graph generators.
The RMAT [24] and Kronecker graph generators [25,26]
remain the most popular. However, these generators do
not produce graphs that are representative of real world
graph datasets, which distorts performance [27].

Fourth, statistical properties of datasets produce hid-
den, uncontrolled effects at various steps of the graph
processing pipeline that drastically affects the perfor-
mance on the systems. We demonstrate the effect of
two such properties inherent in the graph structure of
datasets - vertex ID assignments (§3.1) and the presence
of zero-degree vertices (§3.2), each of which can intro-
duce changes in key performance metrics such as runtime
and cache behavior. Changing the vertex ID assignment
of a dataset can cause a performance difference of as
much as 38% for the PageRank benchmark on several
popular graph processing systems; the presence of iso-
lated vertices can cause a 10x performance boost for
benchmarks such as BFS. Failure to identify these issues
produces results that reflect idiosyncrasies of the exper-
imental setup rather than the fundamental behavior of
the systems under evaluation.

Together, these challenges render system comparisons
obscure, at best, and meaningless at worst. In addition
to these challenges, different developers might have dif-

ferent goals for their application: minimizing runtime,
running within a memory or cost budget, rapidly ingest-
ing a stream of updates to the graph, etc. How can we, as
researchers, help developers make wise choices?

To help developers make wise choices about using,
building, and benchmarking graph processing systems,
we present a systemization of knowledge surrounding the
benchmarking of graph processing systems. Specifically,
we present the three following contributions. First, we
provide a study of the published literature from a 12 year
period on graph processing systems and algorithms that
establishes the current status quo for benchmarking of
graph processing systems. Second, We present empir-
ical data that illustrates the significance the properties
of datasets can have on runtime, using four graph pro-
cessing systems, the most popular benchmarks, and the
most widely used datasets identified in the literature sur-
vey. Finally, we provide a set of principles (§4) to guide
evaluation of graph processing systems.

2 12 Years of Graph System Benchmarking

Each time we set out to conduct a performance evalu-
ation including widely used graph processing systems,
we encountered contradictory and confusing results. Ul-
timately, we decided to catalog a decade of research in
such systems, which uncovered the host of problems dis-
cussed in the previous section.

2.1 Methodology

The volume of graph processing research and its gener-
ality raises questions as to what criteria define a graph
systems paper. Our choice of venues in which we search
for papers is similarly ambiguous.

We resolve this ambiguity by clearly defining our ideal
corpus and then methodically constructing such a corpus
as best we could. Ideally, we want to include every paper
that describes a graph processing system and was pub-
lished after 2010’s Pregel, which is generally regarded as
the first “vertex programming” system and a major moti-
vator for recent research. A “graph processing” system
is an implementation that explicitly operates on graph-
structured data and produces analysis or query results.
Therefore, any relevant paper should explicitly discuss
graphs. We impose no generality requirements on such a
system; therefore, an implementation of a single-purpose
graph algorithm is a graph processing system; any graph
mining paper describes a graph processing system. Con-
versely, a general-purpose processing framework that
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Figure 1: Our procedure to identify contemporary graph system papers. 1.) Our corpus consists of papers published at
10 conferences held between 2011 to 2023 and are pruned using common-sense graph terms. 2.) We filter our corpus
with major graph system names to obtain candidate papers. 3.) We read the papers and extract more graph system terms
from them. 4.) We update the filter with the new terms and repeat the process.

Venue Years Total Graph Related Refers to System Presents System
GRADES 2013-22 113 110 71 22
KDD 2011-22 3316 2236 477 10
OSDI 2012-23 368 298 106 9
PODS 2011-22 359 258 57 0
SIGMOD 2011-22 1976 1350 456 63
SOSP 2011-21 217 177 56 8
VLDB 2011-22 2574 1729 505 86
NSDI 2011-23 638 541 233 8
EuroSys 2011-23 485 467 99 16
FAST 2011-23 395 289 8 5
Total 2011-23 10441 7455 2068 227

Table 1: Venues used in the study and the results of the paper selection pipeline.

“can” implement graph algorithms is not within our scope
unless some paper explicitly discusses those graph algo-
rithms. For example, we include a paper in our corpus
that presents new relational algebra operators for process-
ing graph-structured data [28], while we discard a paper
that presents an optimization on Gradient Descent [29].

We did our best to adopt a consistent method in our
paper search, but ultimately our judgment and expertise
do play important roles in the search process. Inevitably,
some distance will exist between our experience and
the aggregated experiences of our readers. This could
be construed as a sampling error or noise; the nature of
such “error” changes with the expectations of the reader.
Rather, we encourage the reader to read this paper as
an autopsy and diagnosis of some limited, but relatively
unbiased, subset of the graph processing community.

2.1.1 Selecting Papers

We began by downloading the full proceedings from the
venues indicated in Table 1 (10441 papers). We followed
this step with a recursive filtering process, which uses an
expanding set of graph systems (our search phrases), that
continues until it produces no new systems.

In the first step, we filtered the corpus to identify pa-
pers that might be related to graph systems. To do that,
we devised the following simple rule as a first-level filter:
a paper might be graph-related if it contains the terms
graph or network and any one of node, vertex, or edge.
This first-level filtering produces an initial set of papers
that are likely related to graph processing. At the end of
this stage, we were left with 7455 papers.

In the second level filtering, we use the reduced corpus
from the first stage, and search for Giraph, GraphLab,
GraphX, PowerGraph, and Pregel - which we consider
to be the first few important graph systems. We then
manually inspect all the papers containing these seed
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phrases to find new graph systems. We add each newly
found graph system to the set of seed phrases and iterate
until we stop finding new systems.

This methodology suffers from several flaws - not all
systems are named, many papers discuss the same sys-
tem or name systems that are outside our initial corpus,
and the selection of papers in the filtering process suffers
from the writers’ bias. Therefore, there is no, one-to-one
mapping between papers and search terms. We present
this metastudy as a review of a limited subset of the
graph processing community. However, this process, il-
lustrated in Figure 1, identified 2068 papers, from which
we manually identified 227 papers that describe systems
or algorithms that process graph data.

2.2 Findings

For each of the 227 papers, we manually determined
all the benchmarks and datasets used in its evaluation.
This process is necessarily manual because there is a
significant entity linkage concern regarding benchmarks
and datasets. For example, a paper might reference a
“KONECT Wikipedia dataset”, but in fact there are nu-
merous Wikipedia datasets on KONECT and the spe-
cific dataset can be identified only by its vertex and edge
counts. This is further complicated by variations in the
reported vertex and edge counts of identical datasets -
we encounter papers that reference names that refer to
non-specific datasets as well as specific datasets with
varying features.

2.2.1 Datasets

We identified 331 different datasets used in our corpus.
However, fewer than 5% of these datasets have been used
in more than 10 papers. The top 10 datasets account
for over 37% of all datasets used. Figure 2 shows the
usage of the various datasets across research papers. On
average, a dataset is used in only three different papers.

The most widely used dataset, appearing in more than
one-third of the research papers in our corpus, is Twit-
ter2010 [23]. This is problematic in a couple of different
ways. First, papers report different numbers of edges for
Twitter2010 [30, 31]. Second, there are (at least) two dif-
ferent Twitter datasets and some papers in our corpus sim-
ply refer to “the Twitter dataset.” There is a second Twit-
ter dataset from MPI [32], which has 10 million more ver-
tices and 200 million more edges than Twitter2010 [23].
While this inconsistency might not cause problems if all
comparisons are done with the same dataset, it can be

Figure 2: Frequency of usage of datasets and benchmarks
that appear in our 227 paper corpus. The red axis shows
the number of papers that use that particular dataset or
benchmark. The blue axis shows the CDF of the percent-
age of the usage of a particular dataset or benchmark
out of the total usage of the total usage of all datasets or
benchmarks across our paper corpus.

Figure 3: The frequency of co-usage of the top-10 bench-
marks and top-10 datasets
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problematic to compare systems that do not make their
artifacts publicly available.

As can be seen in Figure 3, social network datasets and
synthetic graphs (that produce a large social network-like
graph) are the dominant graph type used for comparative
benchmarking. The large skew in-degree distribution of
such graphs is a useful tool to test the partition quality
of a distributed graph processing system and examine
the load-balancing scheme. However, not all graphs pos-
sess similar degree skew, and not all graph processing
systems are designed to be distributed. There are other
statistical properties of a dataset that can determine its
utility in stressing different graph processing systems
- large diameter, sparsity (number of edges per vertex),
average triangle count per vertex, and maximum in- and
out-degrees to name a few. These are often ignored in
favor of selecting the largest graph researchers can find.
For instance, Besta et al. [33] identified that Flickr [34]
and Livemocha [35] have similar node and edge counts
and diameters but vary greatly in the performance char-
acteristics for 4-clique mining due to the large difference
in the number of triangles (indicative of clustering prop-
erty). A social network such as Livemocha should have
a few 4-cliques of friendships, but in a network such as
Flickr, where related photos share some metadata (such
as location), 4-cliques should be common. Graph Min-
ing Suite [33] presents a better approach to selecting
appropriate datasets for benchmarking: emphasizing a
rich diversity of dataset origins and selecting them in a
way that enhances the represented statistical properties.

Most disturbingly, we found that the Netflix dataset
is one of the top 10 most widely used datasets, even
though it is illegal to distribute this dataset and arguably
unethical to experiment with it. The dataset contains rec-
ommendations by users who were later deanonymized
by researchers [36]. Both an FTC inquiry and a class
action lawsuit that Netflix settled in 2010 [37] caused
Netflix to cancel further competitions and withdraw the
dataset, whose license clearly states that it cannot be re-
distributed without permission. Nevertheless, between
2010 and 2023, nine papers in our corpus had used this
dataset. This practice must stop.

Less legally and ethically troubling, but more techni-
cally troubling, is the fact that we found inconsistencies in
the number of vertices and edges reported for the datasets
across the papers. This makes interpreting results tricky
as one can’t be sure if two papers use the same dataset.

This issue of inconsistently sized datasets is exacer-
bated by the practice of simply naming datasets without
reference. In our corpus we found twelve different vari-
ants of “the Wikipedia dataset”; we were unable to locate

Figure 4: Partitionability of graphs generated by Smooth
Kronecker compared to graphs generated by Noisy Kro-
necker generators

five of them even after extensive web searching. Four of
the remaining Wikipedia datasets simply cited KONECT
as the source of the dataset but KONECT has 37 different
“Wikipedia datasets”. Similar issues arose with datasets
named uk-20XX; some papers cite them only as “the
uk dataset”. In our corpus, we found at least four differ-
ent uk datasets being used. On further investigation, we
found that Laboratory for Web Algorithms [38–40] is the
source of the uk datasets and has 14 different uk datasets.

2.2.2 Synthetic Graph Generators

Real graph datasets are usually small in size and often fit
in memory. In the absence of readily-available truly large
graphs researchers rely on synthetic graph generators to
such an extent that graph datasets generated from RMAT
or Kronecker graph generators [10, 24–26, 41, 42] are the
third most commonly used source for datasets.

Despite their popularity, default Kronecker generators
are not well-suited for benchmarking graph processing
systems as these generators produce graphs with unre-
alistic node degree distributions inducing a “combing
effect” [27]. To rectify this, researchers developed Noisy
Kronecker models that add uniform random noise to the
graph generation process to fix the degree distribution
problem [43]. But graphs generated by Noisy Kronecker
models generate graphs that are more easily partitionable
than the original graph the generator models. Smooth
Kronecker [27] is a synthetic graph generator that fixes
the “combing effect” without adding any noise in the
generation process. Additionally, Figure 4 shows that
there is no difference in the partitionability of the graphs
generated by the Smooth Kronecker model and the origi-
nal graphs the generator models. The Smooth Kronecker
graph generator produces graph datasets that are better
suited for benchmarking graph processing systems.
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However, none of these graph generators were de-
signed to generate graph datasets that evolve over time.
With modern cloud applications increasingly operating
on real-time evolving data, dynamic graph algorithms
have been developed that operate on dynamic graphs. To
the best of our knowledge, there exists only one graph
generator, DyGraph [44]1 that produces graph datasets
for benchmarking dynamic graph algorithms.

2.2.3 Benchmarks

We identified 173 unique benchmarks in our corpus; only
∼5% (4.6%) of the benchmarks have been used in more
than 10 papers and the 10 most frequently used bench-
marks account for 49% of all benchmark usage. Figure 2
shows the distribution of the various benchmarks used
by the papers in our corpus. On average, a benchmark is
used in only three different papers; only a select few are
widely used. This use of bespoke benchmarks makes it
difficult to understand precisely what is being measured
or gain any intuition about the system under study.

PageRank, used in over 54% of the papers, was the
most popular benchmark. However, there are two fun-
damentally different ways to compute page rank. Some
systems compute page rank at each vertex for a fixed
number of iterations, while others compute page rank
until the PageRank values converge. In our corpus, over
55% of the PageRank usages report the elapsed time
for either a single iteration or for a small, fixed number
(usually 10 or 20) of iterations. About 20% of the pa-
pers using PageRank as a benchmark reported the time
it took for PageRank to converge, while the remaining
25% just report “runtime” without any further specifica-
tion about whether the benchmark runs for some fixed
iteration count or until convergence.

Even comparing results that all measure time for a
specified number of iterations is challenging. Usually,
each iteration updates each vertex exactly once; however,
some newer systems use asynchronous methods that run
on every vertex as often as new data becomes available,
or they prioritize vertices that are far from convergence.
In contrast to the fixed iteration setup, an asynchronous
implementation typically runs until the page ranks for
vertices are within a target tolerance of convergence. Syn-
chronous PageRank implementations are so common in
contemporary graph systems evaluation that it discour-
ages comparisons to asynchronous implementations of
PageRank. For example, PowerGraph (2012) [8] was one
of the first vertex programming systems to support asyn-

1Available at https://adacenter.org/dygraph

chronous execution. However, in their comparative eval-
uation they only benchmark synchronous PageRank, be-
cause prior works measured and published “per-iteration”
runtimes that are defined only for synchronous imple-
mentations.

The authors of GraphMat (2015) [45], an iterative
Sparse Matrix Vector Multiplication (SPMV) system,
use Synchronous PageRank to compare to PowerGraph
and Galois, concluding that GraphMat is 2.6X faster per-
iteration than Galois. This factor is comparable to the dif-
ference between the best synchronous and asynchronous
implementations in Galois. Galois outperforms Graph-
Mat on every end-to-end runtime measure but underper-
forms on every per-iteration measure, from which Graph-
Mat’s authors conclude that, on average, they outperform
Galois; this claim is almost entirely due to synchronous
PageRank results. To be clear, GraphMat’s evaluation
followed conventional best practices and was consistent
with prior work. Our concern is that consistency with
prior evaluations has brought the field to a state where
the most popular comparative benchmark discriminates
against alternative and arguably superior solutions.

Such inconsistencies are also visible in recent papers
on dynamic graph processing systems. These systems
support fast analytic performance in the presence of mod-
ifications to the graph [46]. For example, LLAMA [47],
GraphOne [48], and Teseo [49] are three such systems,
published in 2015, 202, and 2021 respectively. The Gra-
phOne paper claimed to be 4x faster than LLAMA in
PageRank workloads, however, the Teseo paper (pub-
lished after the other two) showed that LLAMA was
consistently faster than GraphOne in PageRank (by up
to 3x). Such inconsistencies demonstrate that various
experimental features such as the degree of parallelism,
hyperparameter settings, dataset characteristics (e.g., the
size and topology of the graph), or implementation of
algorithms can significantly affect performance.

Without being fully aware of what workload charac-
teristics are important and how systems perform with
respect to them, it is impossible for practitioners to iden-
tify the right system. Hence, there is a need for standard
benchmarking specifications that, at a minimum, expelic-
itly state all the relevant features, and better yet, evaluate
systems under a range of them.

2.2.4 Co-occurence of datasets and benchmarks

Figure 3 shows the co-occurrence frequency of the most
commonly used top eleven datasets and benchmarks. Us-
ing PageRank on the Twitter2010 [23] dataset is, by far,
the most popular choice in our corpus. This substantiates
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the claim made by the Naiad authors in 2013 that “several
systems for iterative graph computation have adopted the
computation of PageRank on a Twitter follower graph as
a standard benchmark” [50]. Unfortunately, the publish-
ers of the Twitter2010 dataset have reported that “Twit-
ter2010’s follower-following topology is substantially
different from other social networks in terms of its non
power-law degree distribution, short-effective diameter,
and lack of reciprocity” [22]. This makes the results ob-
tained for running various benchmarks on PageRank and
Connected Components not generalizable to other social
network datasets.

The popularity of the Single-Source Shortest Path
(SSSP) benchmark with unweighted datasets such as
Twitter2010 [23] and soc-LiveJournal [51] is equally
surprising as SSSP requires edge-weights. When using
this benchmark with these data sets, researchers produce
weighted datasets from unweighted datasets by assigning
random weights to the edges. Details of the randomiza-
tion and the weights are never documented. This make
it to impossible to reproduce the results for SSSP bench-
marks.

Triangle Counting is another popular benchmark used
in 16% of our papers. Triangle Counting is well-defined
on undirected graphs but is ambiguous for directed
graphs. In a directed graph, a triangle counting kernel can
either count cycle triangles or trust triangles. Given that
the top 10 most popular real graph datasets are directed,
using a triangle counting kernel intended for undirected
graphs on directed graph datasets is an example of a
mismatched dataset-benchmark combination.

2.2.5 Conference Conformance Bias

Figure 5a and Figure 5b show dataset and benchmark use
across conferences. Each box represents the percentage
of graph papers at that conference that used a particular
dataset/benchmark. A co-occurrence correlation exists
between the papers accepted to a conference and the
benchmarks used in that work. As can be seen in Fig-
ure 5b, for example, more than 50% of the graph papers
at SOSP, FAST, and EuroSys used PageRank as a bench-
mark.

Similarly, there is also a preference exhibited by the
conference venue towards some datasets as can be seen
in Figure 5a. Papers accepted at KDD tend to overuse the
Twitter2010 [23] and yahoo-webscope datasets. 55% of
the papers at OSDI use the uk-2007 [52] dataset, which
is at least 40% more than the usage of this dataset in any
other conference.

These results indicate the overuse of certain datasets

and benchmarks and the use of these together in preferred
pairs.

2.2.6 Artifact evaluation of graph processing sys-
tems

There has been a strong push for artifact availability and
result reproduction in the database and systems commu-
nity, and most conferences we surveyed have an artifact
evaluation effort. There are however shortcomings to this
approach - not all artifacts can be made publicly avail-
able for legal reasons, and the evaluated artifacts and
results are not a citable entity. This problem is pervasive
to all science, and the data science community has taken
the lead in fixing the problem of dataset and code avail-
ability by creating repositories such as Zenodo [53] and
Dataverse [54]. The Data Management and Systems com-
munities can follow their lead and recommend that pub-
lished papers come with citable and accessible datasets
and software, detailed usability instructions, and the en-
vironmental setup needed to reproduce results.

Table 2 shows the artifact evaluation badges awarded
to the papers in our corpus by various conferences. We
consider only those time periods in which a conference
ran an artifact evaluation procedure. Out of the 55 pa-
pers that could have obtained the “Artifact Available”
badge, less than one-fourth (12) papers were awarded the
badge. Shockingly, out of the 99 papers that could have
obtained the “Results Reproduced” badge, only three pa-
pers were awarded the badge. Note that the badges are
only awarded if the authors of a paper explicitly sign
up for the artifact evaluation process. The absence of a
badge does not necessarily mean that the paper’s artifact
might not be publicly available or that its results might
not hold.

3 Quantitative Study

The previous section described many of the problems we
encountered in the empirical work on graph processing
systems. This section provides a quantitative demonstra-
tion of the severity of these problems. Specifically, we
focus on performance discrepancies caused due to vertex
isomorphisms (i.e., different vertex ID assignment) and
the presence of zero degree vertices.

For our quantitative study, we chose four popular graph
processing systems - GraphChi [12], Ligra [10], Ga-
lois [18], and Gemini [11]. We chose these systems
as they are popularly used and cited and have well-
documented open-source implementations available for a
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(a) (b)

Figure 5: (a) shows the use of the top-10 datasets across conferences; (b) shows the use of the top-10 benchmarks across
conferences. We omit PODS as there is no paper from PODS in our corpus.

Conference Period Graph Papers Artifact Available Artifact Evaluated Result Reproduced
SOSP 2019-21 3 (92) 1 (59) 2 (46) 1 (39)
OSDI 2020-23 1 (205) 1 (135) 1 (131) 1 (113)
EuroSys 2021-23 6 (137) 2 (85) 2 (69) 0 (42)
SIGMOD 2016-17 17 (341) 0 (14) 0 (8) 0 (22)
SIGMOD 2018-19 11 (385) NA NA 1 (17)
SIGMOD 2020-22 22 0 (54) 0 (55) 0 (54)
VLDB 2018-19 16 (483) NA NA 0 (3)
VLDB 2020-22 23 (676) 8 (302) NA 0 (6)

Table 2: Artifact evaluation badges awarded to graph processing systems at various conferences. NA indicates that the
conference did not hand out that specific badge during the specified time period. Numbers in parentheses show the
total numbers for the conference in the specified period. (Artifact Evaluated column indicates the Reusable badge for
SIGMOD and the Functional badge for other conferences).

Processing System Version

Galois [18] Commit 7f20a9131667
GraphChi [12] Commit 6461c89f217f
Gemini [11] Commit 170e7d36794f
Ligra [10] Commit 64d7ef450a22

Table 3: Versions of Graph Processing Systems used in
experiments

wide variety of benchmarks. Table 3 shows the versions
of the graph processing systems used in our experiments.

All of the results reported for GraphChi, Galois, and
Gemini were collected on an Intel i7-core 3.1GHz pro-
cessor machine with 32GB of RAM. All of the results
reported for Ligra were collected on an Intel(R) Xeon(R)
8-core CPU E5-2407 v2@2.4 GHz processor with 98GB
of RAM, due to Ligra’s higher memory requirements.

3.1 Effect of Vertex Orderings

Many graph processing systems, quite reasonably, pro-
cess vertices in order of their unique IDs. However, for
any graph, there exist many isomorphic graphs that can be
obtained simply by renumbering the vertices. We define
a Vertex Ordering of a graph dataset as one particular
assignment of vertex IDs to the vertices in the graph. We
demonstrate that this is primarily due to the fact that dif-
ferent Vertex Orderings produce different cache behavior,
which in turn, leads to sometimes significant performance
differences.

Reordering graphs is not limited to renumbering ver-
tices as different orderings of edges can also impact the
performance. In prior work, McSherry et al [55] show
that “Hilbert Ordering” of the edges produces better per-
formance results than the default order of most datasets.
The effects of reordering graphs are so profound and
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surprising that there is active research into developing
lightweight and efficient re-ordering schemes to speed-up
graph processing [56–60].

In this work, we limit ourselves to Vertex Orderings.
We describe a small subset of the various Vertex Order-
ings that can be used in benchmarking graph processing
systems. We choose these Vertex Orderings as they are
either popular or have well-defined semantics that pro-
vide some robustness guarantees. The Vertex Orderings
are as follows:

• Default: Ordering that the dataset “ships” with. We
find that this default ordering tends to be either
overly optimistic or overly pessimistic in terms of
cache behavior.

• Degree: Ordering where the nodes are assigned IDs
in ascending order of their degree.

• Revdegree: Ordering where the nodes are assigned
IDs in descending order of their degree.

3.1.1 Effect on Benchmark Performance

We demonstrate the effect of vertex order on runtime and
cache behavior using the most widely used benchmarks
(Pagerank until convergence) on the most widely used
dataset (Twitter2010 [23]), using three different Vertex
Orderings (default, degree, and revdegree) across differ-
ent graph processing systems. We do not present any
results for Ligra on Twitter2010 [23], as none of the runs
completed after one full week.

To ensure a fair comparison between single-threaded
and multi-threaded graph-processing frameworks, we re-
port runtime as the total “user” time across all threads. We
run our experiments on a hot cache, to produce accurate
cache measurements. We warm the cache by completing
one run of the benchmark on the dataset. We eliminate
the effect of random noise by running each benchmark
on each isomorphism 25 times and report the mean and
standard deviation for the runtime and the cache miss
rate.

Figure 6 shows the results of running different imple-
mentations of PageRank algorithm with Galois, Gemini,
and GraphChi on the Twitter2010 [23], citPatents [61],
and soc-LiveJournal [51] datasets. We found that Degree
Ordering seems to be the best ordering across the graph
processing systems for the Twitter2010 [23] dataset.
However, it seems that the best ordering for other datasets
varies across systems. These results also illustrate that
benchmark performance is correlated with the cache be-
havior of the vertex ordering. In our experiment, Degree

Ordering for Twitter2010 [23] yields a speedup of nearly
40% compared to Default Ordering. This suggests that re-
searchers must be careful when comparing results across
systems for any dataset, as the choice of different order-
ings for the same dataset can produce significant, yet
misleading, results.

The difference in performance due to Vertex Orderings
is not just present across systems. Even in the same sys-
tem, various implementations of the same algorithm can
produce drastically different results on the same dataset.
This issue is even more complicated, because different
orderings produce best results for different algorithms.
Figure 7 shows the runtime for different vertex orderings
for all the different implementations of PageRank and
ConnectedComponents in Galois. We show the results
for Galois as it has the greatest number of different imple-
mentations for each benchmark. In a Bulk Synchronous
Parallel (BSP) system, a thread computing RageRank,
for example, can "Pull" updates from it’s neighbors, or
"Push" updates to it’s neighbors [62]. According to the
Galois manual, “the pull variants perform better than the
push. The residual version performs and scales the best
since it is optimized for improved locality and use of
memory bandwidth". The official Galois documentation
and papers [63] provide more information about these
algorithms and scheduling strategies.

Vertex Orderings can induce significant runtime dif-
ferences. In particular, default orderings are frequently
overly optimistic or overly pessimistic, so we should un-
derstand the default ordering as well as the impact that it
can have on the system. In particular, it is essential that
researchers avoid inadvertently using different orderings
on different systems.

3.1.2 Effect on Benchmark Correctness

Theoretically, the various vertex orderings should have no
impact on the correctness of the algorithm. However, we
found that for certain systems, the various Vertex Order-
ings can produce different incorrect results for triangle
counting. Triangle Counting on Ligra produces different
numbers of triangles for the same directed graph with
different Vertex Orderings. On further inspection, we
found that this is a symptom of a larger problem: there
is no standard approach to counting triangle counting in
directed graphs.

We found at least two definitions of triangles on di-
rected graphs: cycle triangles and trust triangles (when
two connected vertices both have directed edges to a third
common vertex) [64]. Figure 8 shows two SQL queries
that compute the number of trust and cycle triangles on
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(e) (f)

Figure 6: Speedup attained on PageRank on Twitter2010, citPatents, and soc-LiveJournal with Galois, Gemini, GraphChi,
and Ligra for Degree and Revdegree orderings as compared to the Default Ordering. We do not present results for
running Ligra’s PageRank on Twitter2010 as it did not finish within a 7-day time period.
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Figure 7: Effect of Vertex Orderings on performance of various algorithms for running PageRank and ConnectedCom-
ponents with Galois on Twitter2s010 dataset.

a graph represented by an edge table, where each tuple
in the edge table represents a directed edge. We com-
pute the “ground truth” number of triangles in a given
dataset using these queries and compare the results to
those obtained from a brute force implementation that
runs over a text-based, edge-list representation, common
to many published graph datasets. The bottom two rows
of Table 4 show the number of cycle and trust triangles
obtained from running these queries on citPatents [61],
soc-LiveJournal [51], and Twitter2010 [23].

However, we found that popular graph processing sys-
tems do not count cyclical or trust triangles correctly
on directed graphs. We found only one paper [31] that
specifies counting trust triangles for their triangle count-
ing benchmark on directed graphs. Disturbingly, trian-
gle counting implementations of these systems differ
sufficiently that running them on identical datasets pro-
duces different numbers of triangles, as shown in Table 4.
Galois’s triangle counting benchmark assumes that the
graph is undirected, and when run on directed graphs,
the benchmark’s behavior is essentially undefined. This
undefined behavior is elegantly depicted by the fact that

Galois’ two implementations of triangle counting, Node
Iterator and Edge Iterator, report different numbers of
triangles. Ligra enforces no such restriction and mea-
sures trust triangles. Unfortunately, their implementation
depends on vertex ID order. (A trust triangle is counted
only if the directed edges go from a higher numbered ver-
tex ID to a lower numbered vertex ID.) Thus, two graphs
that are identical, except for vertex relabeling (that is, two
isomorphic graphs), will yield different triangle counts.
Note that for undirected graphs, the different systems
report the same number of triangles.

Additionally, one paper in the corpus uses an approxi-
mate triangle counting algorithm based on top-n eigenval-
ues called EigenTriangle [65]. As this is an approximate
algorithm, it will not yield 100% accurate results all the
time. We have no insight as to how many other papers in
our corpus might have used this or another approximate
algorithm as the use of approximate algorithms is not
documented in these papers.
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Source citPatents [61] soc-LiveJournal [51] Twitter2010 [23]

GT: Cycle Triangles 0 234455819 44738118599
GT: Trust Triangles 7515027 946400853 143011093363
GT: Cycle + Trust Triangles 7515027 1180856672 187749211962
Galois (NI) 264897 132859748 22849431223
Galois (EI) 188649 122558230 23027408359
Ligra 7514962 187551052 DNF
GraphChi 7515023 285730264 34824916864
Snap Website 7515023 285730264 NA

Table 4: Number of Triangles reported by various graph systems for popular datasets. Rows marked with GT indicate
the ground truth we calculated using the queries defined in Figure 8. DNF indicates that the benchmark did not finish in
time. NA indicates that number of triangles was not available for a particular dataset.

Dataset Total Vertices Zero-Degree Vertices Non Zero-Degree Vertices % of Zero-Degree Vertices

Twitter2010 [23] 61578414 19926184 41652230 32
citPatents [61] 6009554 2234786 3774768 37
soc-LiveJournal [51] 4847570 0 4847570 0
friendster [66] 124836179 59227813 65608366 47
uk-2007-05 [52] 105896434 677865 105218569 6

Table 5: Total Number of Vertices and Zero-Degree Vertices in popular Datasets

--Trust Triangle Count
select count(*)
from edges e1
join edges e2 on e1.dst = e2.src
join edges e3 on e2.dst = e3.dst

and e3.src = e1.src

--Cycle Triangle Count
select count(*)
from edges e1
join edges e2 on e1.dst = e2.src

and e1.src < e2.src
join edges e3 on e2.dst = e3.src

and e3.dst = e1.src
and e2.src < e3.src;

Figure 8: SQL queries to compute two different types of
triangles for directed graphs

3.2 Effect of Zero-Degree Vertices

Zero-Degree vertices, also known as isolated vertices, are
vertices that have neither incoming nor outgoing edges.
In graph datasets, these vertices do not appear in edge
lists, but their IDs lie within the range of the minimum
and maximum vertex IDs. Table 5 shows the total number

of vertices and number of zero-degree vertices of popular
datasets. The large number of zero-degree vertices in the
Friendster dataset [66] explains why some describe the
dataset as a 124 million node graph [67], while others
describe it as a 65 million node graph [68]. Zero-Degree
vertices affect benchmark results in myriad ways.

3.2.1 BFS and Zero-Degree Vertices

As mentioned in §3.1, the BFS ordering is ill-defined,
because many real world graphs do not have a natural
root node. In the absence of any natural root, many graph
processing systems [10, 11, 18] use the vertex with ID 0
as the default root and vertex with ID 1 as the target node.
However, chaos ensues in some benchmarks if that first
vertex happens to be zero-degree node, as is the case in
three of the five datasets in Table 5.

?? illustrates the effect of choosing a zero-degree
vertex versus a non-zero-degree vertex as the starting
node for the BFS benchmark on Galois and Gemini. We
randomly select 20 different non-zero-degree vertices
from the Twitter2010 [23] dataset and measure BFS run-
time starting from that node on Galois’s serial-mode
and parallel-mode BFS and on Gemini. For Gemini, we
use the authors’ in-built measurement mechanism, which
measures the end to end runtime and not the time spent
by all threads. As ?? shows, choosing a zero-degree ver-
tex on Twitter2010 [23] produces a 6x-7x speedup on
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Galois and nearly 10x speedup on Gemini.
As most reported results in the literature fail to report

either their Vertex Ordering or their BFS start node, it is
virtually impossible to extract meaning from such results.
Based on our experiments, we hypothesize that the BFS
results shown in the comparison of Galois and Ligra in
the original Galois paper [18] are using zero-degree BFS
time as both Ligra and Galois have the same runtime on
Twitter2010 [23] which, in our experience, happens only
if they are using the vertex with ID 0 as the root node,
which the implementations of both these systems indeed
do by default.

3.2.2 Effect on Triangle Counting

Figure 9: Speedup obtained on Triangle Counting with
GraphChi after removing zero-degree vertices from
RMAT generated graphs with scale ranging from 16 to
26.

While zero-degree vertices are most problematic for
benchmarks that use a start node, they also have an ef-
fect on other benchmarks. To better understand the ef-
fect of removing zero-degree vertices, we generated 11
RMAT graphs with “scale” ranging from 16 to 26 with
an “edgefactor” of 26. In an RMAT graph, |V | = 2scale

and |E| = |V | × edgefactor. However, these vertices
also include zero-degree vertices, and increasing scale in-
creases both the absolute number and proportion of zero-
degree vertices. Figure 9 shows the effect of removing
zero-degree vertices when running Triangle Counting on
GraphChi. Increasing the scale factor (X-axis) increases
both the “size of the graph” and the fraction of zero-
degree vertices. Figure 9 shows that the speedup obtained
from removing these zero-degree vertices seems to grow
exponentially once the graph becomes sufficiently large
(i.e., at scale=23). This is a concern, considering that

in the absence of real data for large graphs, researchers
increasingly rely on synthetic generators. If a particu-
lar system were to remove the zero-degree vertices dur-
ing preprocessing, the system could potentially produce
speedups of more than 30%.

3.2.3 Effect on PageRank and ConnectedCompo-
nents

Removal of zero-degree vertices can also produce speed-
up for PageRank and Connected Components. Figure 10
shows the speedup gained on PageRank and Connected
Components by removing zero-degree vertices from cit-
Patents [61] in Galois, GraphChi, and Gemini. We use the
Push-Sync algorithm for PageRank, and we measure the
time until convergence. Notice that for both benchmarks,
removing zero-degree vertices can produce a speedup of
up to 13%. Thus, we would advise that researchers be
wary of the impact of zero-degree vertices when evaluat-
ing systems on different benchmarks.

4 Best Practices

Based on our findings from the literature study in §2 and
impact of dataset properties on benchmark performance
in §3, we propose a set of best practices for benchmarking
graph processing systems.
Standardization. To overcome the lack of diversity in
the datasets and benchmarks used, the community should
develop a rigorously-specified set of standardized bench-
marks and should publish more well-described, large
datasets. A rigorous benchmarking approach would be to
use a mix of real world and (well constructed) synthetic
datasets of varying topologies. As identified by Besta et.
al. [33], it is critical to use datasets of different origins
(e.g., road networks, social networks, biological networks,
etc.) to evaluate graph processing systems. The current
practice of poorly matched dataset-benchmark combi-
nations will undoubtedly propagate to future research
through citation networks, unless we promote construc-
tive diversity in benchmarking practices.
Synthetic Graph Generators. For generating large
graphs for evaluating the scalability of graph processing
systems, researchers should use the Smooth Kronecker
graph generator [27] instead of other RMAT or Kronecker
graph generators.
Dataset Hashes. Dataset providers should publish
hashes of their datasets, and authors should report them.
In addition to publishing and citing hashes, the commu-
nity needs to use standard names and DOIs.
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Figure 10: Effect of removing zero-degree Vertices from citPatents Dataset; for running PageRank benchmark using
Galois, GraphChi, and Ligra

Detailed Metrics. As recommended in GAIL [69],
benchmarking efforts and reporting should be expanded
to include more detailed metrics about kernel execution
time, the amount of algorithmic work (number of edges
traversed per kernel), cache effectiveness (the number
of memory requests made per edge traversed), and the
memory bandwidth utilization (time taken per memory
request).
Preprocessing. Preprocessing the datasets constitutes
a significant part of the overall runtime of graph pro-
cessing systems. Often, the preprocessing time can be
amortized if the same data format is used for several
tasks and if the graph doesn’t evolve too rapidly. How-
ever, it is critical to measure and report the preprocessing
overheads so that users can make an informed choice
about how well-suited the system is to their workload
and dataset.
PageRank Usage. When using the PageRank bench-
mark, we advise using tolerance convergence measure-
ment instead of iteration time.
Benchmark & Dataset Selection. Benchmark selec-
tion and Dataset selection are not separable; researchers
should use datasets appropriate for the benchmark.
Triangle Counting. Researchers who use triangle
counting as a benchmark must specify A) whether
the graph is directed or undirected, and B) if directed,
whether they are counting cyclical triangles, trust trian-
gles, or both. In no case, should a triangle counting im-
plementation return different counts depending on the
IDs assigned to vertices. We encourage the community to
adopt trust triangles as the official definition of a triangle
in directed graphs as the definition of a trust triangle is
entirely independent of the vertex ordering of the dataset.
Vertex Orderings. To nullify the impact of different

vertex orderings, researchers must report the ordering
used. We recommend that researchers show results for
at least three different orderings: Default, Degree, and
RevDegree. Under no circumstances, should researchers
use different orderings of the same dataset for different
systems.
Correct Start Nodes . Any benchmark whose results
depend on a start node should ensure that their start nodes
are not zero-degree and should report the start node(s)
used unambiguously.
Handling Zero-Degree Vertices. To deal with the hid-
den effects of zero-degree vertices, researchers should
use packed representations that remove zero-degree ver-
tices from datasets. Additionally, researchers should ex-
plicitly state the total number of vertices and the number
of zero-degree vertices in their datasets.
Artifact Availability. Authors of graph processing pa-
pers should at the very least make their artifact publicly
available via the Artifact Evaluation procedure. As part
of the artifact, they must include their system, all prepro-
cessing steps, as well as DOIs to datasets that they used
as part of their evaluation.

5 Related Work

One of the earliest warnings about improper use of
datasets and benchmarks comes from Sebastiano Vigna
[70] when he discussed how using PageRank as a bench-
mark is “interesting” only on “large” datasets. Since
then, it has become common knowledge that benchmark-
ing large graph processing systems is difficult. This is
best captured in the LDBC vision paper [71]: The authors
describe the challenges that arise from the diversity in
datasets, algorithms, and platforms used in graph bench-
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marking. Owing to this difficulty in gaining clear insights
into the system and its performance, there have also been
several attempts at comparing different graph process-
ing frameworks in a more standardized setup. Experi-
mental studies, such as the one by Nadathur et. al. [72],
try to compare graph processing systems precisely and
also shed much-needed light on the performance char-
acteristics of these systems. The authors first establish
benchmark baselines using hand-optimized code and then
compare the performance of graph frameworks on these
benchmarks. They use it to “delineate bottlenecks aris-
ing from algorithms themselves vs. programming model
abstractions vs. the framework implementations.”

In a much more vocal and direct attack on the field of
“scalable” processing systems, Frank McSherry et al [55]
provided a new, unbiased metric for measuring the scala-
bility of distributed graph processing systems. The met-
ric provided, called COST (Configuration that Outper-
forms a Single Thread) measures the hardware configura-
tion required by systems to outperform a single-threaded
implementation of the same task. The paper presented
the real scalability of distributed graph processing sys-
tems without rewarding systems that exhibit substantial,
but parallelizable, overheads. The authors additionally
show that single-threaded implementations can signifi-
cantly outperform “scalable” distributed frameworks and
that they should be used as benchmarks for measuring
scalability. Since 2015, only a handful of research pa-
pers have followed the advice of the COST paper and
demonstrated scaling results against a single-thread con-
figuration. Gemini [11], Automine [73], GRAM [74],
G-POP [75] are few notable exceptions. The goal of our
paper is a generalization of the COST paper in the sense
that instead of just focusing on the scalability issues, we
are focused on identifying and rectifying the most per-
vasive forms of incorrect and inaccurate benchmarking
practices that are prevalent in the community.

GAIL [69] allows performance engineers to "weigh
the trade-offs between the three most important graph al-
gorithm performance factors: algorithm, implementation,
and hardware platform".

Thankfully, there has been a strong push towards stan-
dardization to address the broken benchmarking prac-
tices in the community. There has been a lot of active
research in search of good benchmarks and datasets that
can indicate the realistic performance of the systems be-
ing profiled. Starting with Graph500 [15], there have
been many efforts in this direction such as GAP-BS [76],
Graphalytics [77], Waterloo Universal Benchmark [78],
and LDBC social network benchmark [79]. Despite these
standardization efforts and the existence of performant

reference code such as GAPBS [76] and GBBS [80],
graph processing systems continue to use their own im-
plementations of graph kernels. However, none of these
efforts address the issues raised in our work:

1. They do not consider or actively track the prepro-
cessing cost of generating a data format and layout
that the graph system expects to work well

2. While they ship with synthetic graph generators,
these benchmark suites do not control the pres-
ence of zero-degree vertices or the effects of having
skewed degree distributions.

3. Most (with the notable exception of Graphalytics)
do not provide any interesting metrics to understand
the performance of the system beyond kernel com-
pletion time. There are plenty of useful metrics such
as Traversed Vertices/Edges per Second, peak mem-
ory consumption, the total cost of ownership, etc.

Additionally, standard benchmarking suites fall short
of providing a collection of interesting and varying
datasets that cover a representative sample of real-world
graphs. GAPBS provides 5 datasets in total, while Graph-
alytics provides 51 out of which only 6 are real-world
graphs. There is no guidance or recommendation pro-
vided around which datasets might provide insights about
system performance as is recommended by GraphMine-
Suite [33]. There is a real dearth of large graph datasets,
and while there have been a few trillion-scale generators
released such as Trillion-G [41], the onus is upon the
companies that have graph-structured datasets to release
more large benchmark datasets.

This work shares their fundamental vision of better
benchmarking practices. We focus on illustrating the
significant consequences of subtle modifications to the
dataset. Vertex ordering is an important factor in graph
analysis and should be explicitly controlled for as in the
study by Abbas et. al. [81]. To the best of our knowledge,
vertex re-orderings are not explicitly controlled for in any
comparative study we have encountered in our research
corpus. We are, to the best of our understanding, the first
to demonstrate the impact of isolated vertices in synthetic
datasets on benchmark performance.

There is community recognition that there are some-
times mismatches between data sets and benchmarks.
The algorithms used in graph-processing benchmarks
are either simplistic, such as the BFS traversal algorithm
used in Graph500, or are tailored for operations that are
specific to (distributed) graph databases. They do not
match the diverse operations and algorithms seen in dis-
tributed graph processing platforms. This discrepancy
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is explicitly addressed in Graph Mine Suite [33], and
they provide a rich list of datasets and note the statistical
properties that make them well-suited to benchmarking a
graph mining system. We advocate for similar reasoning
behind benchmark and dataset selection.

6 Conclusion

Graph-structured data is increasingly important, and we
see no indication that further work in producing effi-
cient and scalable graph processing systems will cease.
However, ensuring that next-generation graph processing
systems are truly advancing the state of the art requires
that we use sound methodology in assessing performance.
We have shown that current practice falls far short of this
idea. It might be tempting to interpret the lack of diversity
in graph data sets and benchmarks as a kind of standard-
ization. However, the majority of these data sets are too
small to demand the scale of modern processing systems;
they fit in the main memory of most laptop and desktop
machines.

State-of-the-art evaluations suffer from poor evalua-
tion practices, such as imprecisely describing datasets,
failing to both describe and measure preprocessing steps,
omitting crucial experimental setup parameters, and ig-
noring zero–degree vertices and vertex orderings. This
last omission is particularly troubling. Different vertex
orderings lead to drastically different results for the same
graph on the same graph processing system, yet most pa-
pers are silent on such orderings. Zero degree vertices can
render BFS benchmark results meaningless. Every graph
processing system seems to pick a unique definition of
a “triangle” when it comes to the Triangle Counting on
directed graphs benchmark. Good science requires that
we do better.
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